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Leading: Grant Illingworth 
Preaching: Jeff Whittaker 
Theme: Jacob’s ladder dream: The rise and fall of nations…

Fifth Sunday after Christmas

Our Wednesday evening Bible Study 
begins again this coming Wednesday, 
January 27th. We will meet at June 
McMillan’s place in Stonefields.

I arrived back from summer vacation to find a 
letter from Lindsey and Andy Moser in the 
church letter box. They have asked for 
greetings to be passed on to everyone. I have 
their Christmas newsletter if anyone would like 
to read it.



January 2021 Sunday morning rosters…

Flowers: 3 Linda McBurney, 10, 17 Helen Evans, 24, 31 Dawn de Stigter
Morning tea: Murray and Neroli Hollis
Communion preparation: Neroli and Murray Hollis
Door and Offering: Helen Evans
Scripture reading & Communion: Linda McBurney
Offering counting: Dawn de Stigter and Anne Bartley
Lawns: Hak Jong Song

From Pastor Jeff 
Joe Biden has been successfully inaugurated as the 46th President of the United States. I 
have picked up a lot of relief on social media that the inauguration went well, and that 
there were not attempts to disrupt it through organised violent protest. It seems one of the 
things hoped for from President Biden is greater predictability. Our Prime Minister, when 
asked for her perspective on Trump’s presidency, stated diplomatically that it had been 
unpredictable. Unpredictability need not be seen as a negative, however. Genuinely good 
outcomes can arise from unanticipated decisions and events. That said, systems, 
organisations, countries; all these find unpredictability difficult to negotiate. Clearly, many 
countries found an unpredictable USA difficult to work with. Some countries, though, have 
seen opportunity. China has become much more assertive, seeking to move into what it 
perceives as power vacuums. North Korea has chosen to press on with its nuclear 
ambitions in spite of the wide-spread poverty that has accompanied this decision. 
Nationalism and ‘tribalism’ have increased. The world is a much more dangerous place 
for minority Christian groups in many countries. In all of this, it would be foolish to write off 
the United States as a pre-eminent world super-power. But, as happened in ancient 
Rome, there do seem to be internal tensions building within the USA which could signal 
the start of a decline from pre-eminence. The rise and fall of nations is predictable, in that 
it always happens. The rise of new powers can seem daunting as they destroy long-
standing arrangements. Through this long march of super powers, the kingdom of God 
quietly grows. We put our confidence in Jesus rather than political powers. And, as did 
Jesus and the apostles, we negotiate our way through the power structures of the day 
knowing that they are always provisional.

Shalom, Jeff


